
Self woven raffia lamp
Instructions No. 2346

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 4 Hours

With this idea you become a lamp designer yourself. Enjoy weaving and be happy about your own stylish lamp.

Natürliches Lampen-Design ganz nach persönlichem Geschmack
The lamp shown was created with a lamp ring Ø 20 cm and is about 15 cm high (upper lamp ring to lower lamp ring). You
are welcome to adjust the size and height according to your own ideas, the quantity consumption can be adjusted
accordingly.

Place and bend the wire mesh around the upper lamp ring so that you can cut it to the exact circumference (approx. 63 cm)
and to the desired height with a side cutter. 

Attach the grid to the upper lamp ring with raffia. You can do this by wrapping the raffia around the lamp ring and lattice and
connecting everything together. 



Fix the lower lamp ring to the grid with raffia as well. 

Now thread the natural raffia in patterns to your liking until the entire lattice area is filled. 

Fix each of the raffia ends with a little craft glue. 

Decorate the bottom lamp ring with raffia fringe and hang the lamp using the lamp connector set. You can shorten the
finished fringes with scissors if you wish.

Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

15184 Paper raffia, L 100 mBeige 1

240964 VBS Lamp rings, white, Ø 20 cm 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1

Paper raffia, L 100 m, Beige

4,45 €
4,69 €
(1 m = 0,04 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/paper-raffia-l-100-m-a299615/
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